NEW! Providing a rapid fill of filtered water to quench thirst and minimize plastic bottle waste in the environment!

Great NEW Features!

Introducing our new line of enhanced bottle filling stations with an updated look. Integrating our Green Ticker™ and visual filter monitor status into one area, for ease of viewing. Also available with a 5” screen option.

Energy Savings
Bottle fillers can be scheduled to turn off the refrigeration during times of non-use to save on energy costs while continuing to disperse ambient water.

Automatic Filter Status Reset
With the enhanced bottle fillers when you change the filter, the filter monitor is reset automatically.

System Diagnostics
These units review their systems to ensure they are operating within normal operating levels. They provide assistance to make maintenance easier to troubleshoot. Scrolling alerts will appear on the visual display should any issue arise.

Low Energy LED Light
The EZH2O now has a light added to the viewing area. This encourages use, assists with filling dark bottles, and illuminates dark hallways.

WaterSentry® Plus Filter
- 3000 Gallon capacity*
- Quick, 1/4 turn for easy installation
- ANSI/NSF Standard 42 and 53

Laminar Flow
A recessed orifice provides a clean fill with minimal splash that is 3 times faster than a standard drinking fountain.

Sensor Activated
Electronic sensor provides touchless sanitary operation with an automatic 20-second shut-off timer.

Antimicrobial Plastic Components
To prevent the growth of mold and mildew.

Integrated Basin Design
The bottle filler is now a part of the cooler basin for a cleaner, more seamless look.

Visual Filter Monitor
(Filtered models only)
Green, yellow and red LED lights signal the status of the filter.

Option available with a 5” LCD monitor

EZ Cooler Combos
The EZH2O® bottle filler pairs up with the Elkay EZ with features such as the Flexiguard® Safety water efficient bubbler and push button operation. Available in stainless steel or light gray granite, filtered or non-filtered.

EZ Retrofit
The EZH2O retrofit installs on existing EZ units. Available in filtered or non-filtered models.
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